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Outline
• Double Spends Overview

• Budish’s Theory of  Majority-Attack

• Our work: Allowing Retaliation can make 
Majority-Attack Non-Fatal, No-Attack a SPE

• Empirical Double-Spends Investigation and 
Discussion
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Summary
● Double-spending is thought to be possible if  

attacker has a majority
● Budish showed that it should be cheap to 

temporarily acquire a majority, predicting attack
● We show a game theoretic model in which double-

spending may not occur even if  an attacker can get 
a majority for a time
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Satoshi: If  Attacker < 50%, Safe! 
● Goal of  Bitcoin: Decentralized consensus on 

transactions. Single version of  history is key.
● “The system is secure as long as honest nodes 

collectively control more CPU power than any 
cooperating group of  attacker nodes." (Assumed 
expensive)

● Probability of  minority miner catching up once behind 
(due to escrow) is low.

● External trust also provides some safety 4



Double Spend Attack
1. We agree on an exchange of  BTC for USD

2. I broadcast a transaction sending you BTC

3. You wait for e blocks and then give me the USD

4. I create a heavier chain which double-spends the 
original bitcoin outputs to my address

I have the USD and the bitcoin
5



Double Spend Attack
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Budish overview
• In equilibrium, amount of  PoW must satisfy:
– (1) Zero-profits condition for miners (free entry)
– (2) Incentive compatibility condition (deter attack)

• These result in theorem that continuous 
payment to miners must be large relative to 
value of  one-off  attack. 
– Today’s mining reward makes attack “cheap”
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Budish Safety Condition
In Equilibrium, block reward = mining expenditure

(1) Pblock = total hashrate * cost per hashrate

Net cost of  attack: Hashrate cost – Block Rewards. 
Cost for A-majority attack: 

(2) APblockt – Pblockt = (A-1)tPblock

Reward from attack: Vattack

To repel attacks, cost of  attack > benefit of  attack:
(3) (A-1)tPblock > Vattack

Pblock > Vattack / α
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Budish implications
A=1.25, e=6 à α = 3.35
Given current block rewards:
Vattack > 42 BTC is unsafe

But we see many transactions larger than this in 
Bitcoin, and zero double-spends 
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Our Work: PoW may be secure from 
DS even if  majority attack occurs

• Budish assumes everyone except attacker follows 
heaviest chain

• But why would they?
– Because it’s the default software!
– But! Victim has a strong interest to get money back
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Counterattack
• Attacker (A) spends 10 BTC on hashrate to 

double spend 100 BTC (90 BTC profit)
• It is in Victim (V)’s interest to spend up to 100 

BTC trying to get it back
• If  successful, the attacker is out 10 BTC
• This is a kind of  War of  Attrition
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Double Spend Counter-Attack
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War of  Attrition Extensive Game Example

Cost to attack: 10
Value of  Txn: 100
First move: A to choose

Attack # A V

0 0 100

1 100-10 0

2 -10 100-10

3 100-20 -10

4 -20 100-20
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Assumptions and Result
• Assumptions
– Price decreases with every attack
– Defender has a higher penalty to losing than the 

Attacker
– Equal Access to Hash Power & Quick Response

• Result: Deterrence, No-Attack Equilibrium
– Victim's ability to counter-attack discourages an 

attacker from double-spending in the first place
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Intuition
• Both A and V have a hold-out time beyond which the 

cost of  attack is higher than the best possible reward.
– Why? Cost of  attack remains fixed while potential reward 

decreases. 

• If  A knows that V’s hold-out time is larger than A’s, 
both expect that V will fight for longer than A

• Eventually, V will win (though at cost). 
• A, knowing this, should not start the fight.
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Double-Spending Game Model
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Empirical Explorations
• This theory is about an imaginary future of  

liquid compute. 
• Today
– There are large Bitcoin transactions
–Mining is arguably quite centralized
– Still, few double spends (zero on big chains)
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Largest 
Bitcoin Txns
(Attractive 

Targets)
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Many 
Attractive 
Targets
133 million txns

Conservatively 
over 106,000 txns
transferred more 
than 42 BTC. 
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Mining 
Pools
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The Few Known Double-Spends

* At the time of attack 24



PoW Needed? Yes, We’re Not Safe 
from Sabotage

• Upon attack, assume decline in Bitcoin price Δattack

• Sabotage attack is possible

– True for any asset

• Must consider shorts. Open interest: CME $250MM, 
BitMex $1B
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